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SELMER GROUPS AND QUADRATIC RECIPROCITY
FRANZ LEMMERMEYER
Abstract. In this article we study the 2-Selmer groups of number fields F
as well as some related groups, and present connections to the quadratic reci-
procity law in F .
Let F be a number field; elements in F× that are ideal squares were called sin-
gular numbers in the classical literature. They were studied in connection with
explicit reciprocity laws, the construction of class fields, or the solution of em-
bedding problems by mathematicians like Kummer, Hilbert, Furtwa¨ngler, Hecke,
Takagi, Shafarevich and many others. Recently, the groups of singular numbers
in F were christened Selmer groups by H. Cohen [4] because of an analogy with
the Selmer groups in the theory of elliptic curves (look at the exact sequence (2.2)
and recall that, under the analogy between number fields and elliptic curves, units
correspond to rational points, and class groups to Tate-Shafarevich groups).
In this article we will present the theory of 2-Selmer groups in modern language,
and give direct proofs based on class field theory. Most of the results given here
can be found in §§ 61ff of Hecke’s book [11]; they had been obtained by Hilbert and
Furtwa¨ngler in the roundabout way typical for early class field theory, and were
used for proving explicit reciprocity laws. Hecke, on the other hand, first proved (a
large part of) the quadratic reciprocity law in number fields using his generalized
Gauss sums (see [3] and [24]), and then derived the existence of quadratic class fields
(which essentially is just the calculation of the order of a certain Selmer group) from
the reciprocity law.
In Takagi’s class field theory, Selmer groups were moved to the back bench and
only resurfaced in his proof of the reciprocity law. Once Artin had found his general
reciprocity law, Selmer groups were history, and it seems that there is no coherent
account of their theory based on modern class field theory.
Hecke’s book [11] is hailed as a classic, and it deserves the praise. Its main claim
to fame should actually have been Chapter VIII on the quadratic reciprocity law in
number fields, where he uses Gauss sums to prove the reciprocity law, then derives
the existence of 2-class fields, and finally proves his famous theorem that the ideal
class of the discriminant of an extension is always a square. Unfortunately, this
chapter is not exactly bedtime reading, so in addition to presenting Hecke’s results
in a modern language I will also give exact references to the corresponding theorems
in Hecke’s book [11] in the hope of making this chapter more accessible.
The actual reason for writing this article, however, was that the results on Selmer
groups presented here will be needed for computing the separant class group of
F , a new invariant that will be discussed thoroughly in [22], and for proving a
generalization of Scholz’s reciprocity law to arbitrary number fields in [23].
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1. Notation
Let F be a number field. The following notation will be used throughout this
article:
• n is the degree (F : Q) of F . By r and s we denote the number of real and
complex places of F ; in particular, we have n = r + 2s;
• F×+ is the subgroup of all totally positive elements in F× = F \ {0};
• for abelian groups A, dimA/A2 denotes the dimension of A/A2 as a vector
space over F2; note that (A : A
2) = 2dimA/A
2
;
• E is the unit group of F , and E+ its subgroup of totally positive units;
observe that dimE/E2 = r + s;
• Cl(F ) and Cl+(F ) denote the class groups of F in the usual and in the
strict sense;
• ρ = dimCl(F )/Cl(F )2 and ρ+ = dimCl+(F )/Cl+(F )2 denote the 2-ranks
of the class groups in the usual and in the strict sense;
• ClF {4} is the ray class group modulo 4 in F , i.e., the quotient of the
group of ideals coprime to (2) by the subgroup of principal ideals (α) with
α ≡ 1 mod 4. Similarly, Cl+F {4} is the ray class group modulo 4∞ in F .
2. The Selmer Group
2.1. Definition of the Selmer Groups. The 2-Selmer group Sel(F ) of a number
field F is defined as
Sel(F ) = {α ∈ F× : (α) = a2}/F× 2.
The elements ω ∈ F× with ωF× 2 ∈ Sel(F ) are called singular in the classical
literature (see e.g. Hecke [11, § 61, art. 4]); Cohen [4] calls them virtual units. In
fact we will see that if F has odd class number, then Sel(F ) ≃ E/E2.
The following lemma will allow us to define homomorphisms from Sel(F ) into
groups of residue classes:
Lemma 2.1. Let m be an integral ideal in a number field F . Then every element
in Sel(F ) can be represented by an element coprime to m.
Proof. Let αF× 2 ∈ Sel(F ) and write (α) = a2. Now find an ideal b coprime to m
in the ideal class [a]; then γa = b, hence β = αγ2 satisfies (β) = b2. 
Let us now introduce the following groups:
M4 = (OF /4OF )×, M+ = F×/F×+ , M+4 =M4 ⊕M+.
Note that F×/F×+ ≃ (Z/2Z)r via the signature map. Moreover, the isomorpism
M4/M
2
4 ≃ (Z/2Z)n is induced by the map sending α mod (2) to 1 + 2α mod (4).
This implies that M+4 /(M
+
4 )
2 ≃ (Z/2Z)2r+2s.
By Lemma 2.1 we can define a map φ : Sel(F ) −→ M4/M24 by sending αF× 2,
where α is chosen coprime to 2, to the class of α mod 4. Now we define certain
subgroups of Sel(F ) via the exact sequences
1 −−−−→ Sel+(F ) −−−−→ Sel(F ) −−−−→ M+/(M+)2
1 −−−−→ Sel4(F ) −−−−→ Sel(F ) −−−−→ M4/M24
1 −−−−→ Sel+4 (F ) −−−−→ Sel(F ) −−−−→ M+4 /(M+4 )2.
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2.2. Computation of the Selmer Ranks. Now let m be an arbitrary modulus,
i.e. a formal product of an integral ideal and some real infinite primes. There
is a natural projection ClF {m} −→ Cl(F ), and this induces an epimorphism ν :
ClF {m}/ClF {m}2 −→ Cl(F )/Cl(F )2. The kernel of ν consists of classes [(α)]m
with α ∈ F× coprime to m. In fact, if we denote the of coprime residue classes
modulo m byMm, and define a homomorphism µ :Mm/M
2
m −→ ClF {m}/ClF {m}2
by sending the coset of the residue class α + m to the coset of the ideal class
[(α)]m ∈ ClF {m}, then it is easily checked that µ is well defined, and that we have
ker ν = imµ.
The kernel of µm consists of all residue classes αM
2
m for which (α) is equivalent to
the principal class modulo squares. If (α) = γb2, then b2 = (β) is principal (hence
βF× 2 ∈ Sel(F )) and can be chosen in such a way that α ≡ β mod 4; conversely, if
α is congruent modulo 4 to some element in the Selmer group, then αM2m ∈ kerm.
This shows that kerm equals the image of the map Sel(F ) −→Mm/M2m.
By taking m =∞, 4, and 4∞ we thus get the exact sequences
1 −→ Sel+ −→ Sel −→ M+/2 −→ Cl+ /2 −→ Cl /2 −→ 1,
1 −→ Sel4 −→ Sel −→ M4/2 −→ Cl{4}/2 −→ Cl /2 −→ 1,
1 −→ Sel+4 −→ Sel −→ M+4 /2 −→ Cl+{4}/2 −→ Cl /2 −→ 1,
where A/2 denotes the factor group A/A2.
Let us now determine the order of the Selmer groups. The map sending α ∈
Sel(F ) to the ideal class [a] ∈ Cl(F ) is a well defined homomorphism which induces
an exact sequence
1 −−−−→ E/E2 −−−−→ Sel(F ) −−−−→ Cl(F )[2] −−−−→ 1.
Since E/E2 ≃ (Z/2Z)r+s, this implies Sel(F ) ≃ (Z/2Z)ρ+r+s.
The group Sel4(F ) consists of all α ∈ F× modulo squares such that F (
√
α )/F
is unramified outside infinity; this shows that dimSel4(F ) = ρ
+. Similarly, the
elements of Sel+4 (F ) correspond to quadratic extensions of F that are unramified
everywhere, hence dimSel+4 (F ) = ρ. Finally, the first of the three exact sequences
above shows that dimSel+(F ) = ρ+ + s. We have proved
Theorem 2.2. Let F be a number field and let ρ and ρ+ denote the 2-ranks of
the class groups in the usual and in the strict sense. The dimensions of the Selmer
groups as vector spaces over F2 are given by the following table:
A Sel(F ) Sel+(F ) Sel4(F ) Sel
+
4 (F )
dimA ρ+ r + s ρ+ + s ρ+ ρ
Similarly, the dimensions of the associated ray class groups are
A Cl(F ) Cl+(F ) ClF {4} Cl+F {4}
dimA/A2 ρ ρ+ ρ+ + s ρ+ r + s
The numbers in these tables suggest a duality between certain Selmer and ray
class groups. We will see below that this is indeed the case: as a matter of fact,
this duality is a simple consequence of the quadratic reciprocity law.
Let me also mention that dimSel+4 = ρ is the existence theorem for quadratic
Hilbert class fields, since it predicts that the maximal elementary abelian unramified
2-extension of F is generated by the square roots of ρ = dimCl(F )/Cl(F )2 elements
of F .
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3. Associated Unit Groups
In analogy to the subgroups Sel∗(F ) of the Selmer group we can define subgroups
of E∗/E2 of E/E2 as follows:
E+ = {ε ∈ E : ε≫ 0},
E4 = {ε ∈ E : ε ≡ ξ2 mod 4},
E+4 = {ε ∈ E : ε ≡ ξ2 mod 4, ε≫ 0}.
Applying the snake lemma to the diagram
1 −−−−→ E/E2 −−−−→ Sel(F ) −−−−→ Cl(F )[2] −−−−→ 1y y y
1 −−−−→ M4/M24 −−−−→ M4/M24 −−−−→ 1
provides us with an exact sequence
1 −−−−→ E4/E2 −−−−→ Sel4(F ) −−−−→ Cl(F )[2];
This (and a similar argument involving M+ instead of M4) implies
Proposition 3.1. If F is a number field with odd class number, then
E/E2 ≃ Sel(F ), E4/E2 ≃ Sel4(F ) and E+/E2 ≃ Sel+(F ).
Now consider the natural map π : Cl+(F ) −→ Cl(F ) sending an ideal class [a]+
to the ideal class [a]; this homomorphism is clearly surjective. This gives the exact
sequence
1 −−−−→ kerπ −−−−→ Cl+(F ) −−−−→ Cl(F ) −−−−→ 1,
where kerπ is the group of all ideal classes [a]+ in the strict sense such that [a] = 1,
i.e., kerπ = {[(α)] : α ∈ F×}.
Next consider the map η : M+ = F×/F×+ −→ kerπ defined by sending αF×+
to [(α)]+; this map is well defined and surjective, and its kernel consists of classes
αF×+ that are represented by units, that is, ker η = EF
×
+ /F
×
+ ≃ E/E+. Thus we
have
1 −−−−→ E/E+ −−−−→ M+ −−−−→ kerπ −−−−→ 1
Glueing the last two exact sequences together we get the exact sequence
(1) 1 −−−−→ E/E+ −−−−→ M+ −−−−→ Cl+(F ) −−−−→ Cl(F ) −−−−→ 1.
This shows
Proposition 3.2. We have h+(F ) = 2r−uh(F ), where u = dimE/E+.
Thus whereas Selmer groups measure the difference of the ranks of Cl+(F ) and
Cl(F ), the unit group contains information about their cardinalities. Trying to
extract information on ρ+ − ρ from the sequence (1) does not work: note that
Hom(Z/2Z, A) ≃ A[2] = {a ∈ A : 2a = 0} for an additiviely written abelian
group A. Since Hom (Z/2Z, · ) is a left exact functor, and since E/E+ and M+ are
elementary abelian 2-groups, (1) provides us with the exact sequence
1 −−−−→ E/E+ −−−−→ F×/F×+ −−−−→ Cl+(F )[2] π−−−−→ Cl(F )[2],
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where we denoted the restriction of π to Cl+(F )[2] also by π, and where exactness
at Cl+(F )[2] is checked directly. Now
imπ = C˜l(F ) := {[a] ∈ Cl(F ) : a2 = (α), α≫ 0},
hence we find
Proposition 3.3. The sequence
1 −−−−→ E/E+ −−−−→ F×/F×+ −−−−→ Cl+(F )[2] π−−−−→ C˜l(F ) −−−−→ 1
is exact; in particular, we have dim C˜l(F ) = ρ+ − r + u.
4. Applications
4.1. Unit Signatures. Lagarias observed in [17] that the residue class modulo 4
of an element α ∈ OF ) with αF× 2 ∈ Sel(F ) determines its signature for quadratic
fields F = Q(
√
d ), where d = x2 + 16y2. This observation was generalized in
[18, 19]; the main result of [19] is the equivalence of conditions (1) – (4) of the
following theorem:
Theorem 4.1. Let F be a number field and put ρ4 = dimClF {4}/ClF {4}2. Then
the following assertions are equivalent:
(1) s = 0, and the image of αF× 2 ∈ Sel(F ) inM4/M24 determines its signature;
(2) s = 0 and ρ+ = ρ;
(3) s = 0 and Sel4(F ) ⊆ Sel+(F );
(4) s = 0 and the map Sel(F ) −→M+ is surjective;
(5) the image of αF× 2 ∈ Sel(F ) in M+ determines its residue class modulo 4
up to squares;
(6) ρ4 = ρ;
(7) Sel+(F ) ⊆ Sel4(F );
(8) the map Sel(F ) −→M4/M24 is surjective.
Actually all these assertions essentially establish the following exact and com-
mutative diagram (for number fields F with s = ρ+ − ρ = 0):
1 −−−−→ Sel+(F ) −−−−→ Sel(F ) −−−−→ M+ −−−−→ 1y y y
1 −−−−→ Sel4(F ) −−−−→ Sel(F ) −−−−→ M4/M24 −−−−→ 1,
here the two vertical maps between the Selmer groups are the identity maps. Con-
versely, this diagram immediately implies each of the claims (1) – (8) above.
Proof. Consider the exact sequence
1 −→ Sel+ −→ Sel −→M+ −→ Cl+(F )/Cl+(F )2 −→ Cl(F )/Cl(F )2 −→ 1.
Clearly ρ+ = ρ if and only if the map M+ −→ Cl+ /2 is trivial, that is, if and only
if Sel(F ) −→M+ is surjective. This proves (2) ⇐⇒ (4).
Similarly, the exact sequence
1 −→ Sel4 −→ Sel −→M4/M24 −→ ClF {4}/ClF {4}2 −→ Cl(F )/Cl(F )2 −→ 1
shows that (6) is equivalent to (8).
Theorem 2.2 immediately shows that (2) ⇐⇒ (6).
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(2) =⇒ (3) & (7): Since Sel+4 (F ) ⊆ Sel+(F ) and both groups have the same
dimension ρ+ + s = ρ, we conclude that Sel+4 (F ) = Sel
+(F ). A similar argument
shows that Sel+4 (F ) = Sel4(F ).
(3) =⇒ (5): assume that α ≡ β mod 4; then α/β ∈ Sel4(F ) ⊆ Sel+(F ), hence α
and β have the same signature.
(5) =⇒ (7): assume that αF× 2 ∈ Sel+(F ). Then α and 1 have the same
signature, hence they are congruent modulo 4 up to squares, and this shows that
αF× 2 ∈ Sel4(F ).
(7) =⇒ (2): Sel+(F ) ⊆ Sel4(F ) implies Sel+(F ) ⊆ Sel4(F )∩Sel+(F ) = Sel+4 (F ),
and now Theorem 2.2 shows that s = 0 and ρ+ = ρ.
It remains to show that (1) ⇐⇒ (3). We do this in two steps.
(1) =⇒ (3): Assume that αF× 2 ∈ Sel4(F ). By Lemma 2.1 we may assume that
α is coprime to 2, and hence that α ≡ ξ2 mod 4. Since the residue class determines
the signature, α has the same signature as ξ2, i.e., α is totally positive.
(3) =⇒ (1): Assume that αF× 2, βF× 2 ∈ Sel(F ), and that α ≡ β mod 4. Then
α/β ∈ Sel4(F ) ⊆ Sel+(F ), hence α and β have the same signature. 
4.2. The Theorem of Armitage-Fro¨hlich. As a simple application of Hecke’s
results on Selmer groups we present a proof of the theorem of Armitage and Fro¨hlich
on the difference between the class groups in the usual and in the strict sense.
We make use of a group theoretical lemma:
Lemma 4.2. Assume that A is a finite abelian group with subgroups B, C and
D = B ∩ C. Then the inclusions C →֒ A and D →֒ B induce a monomorphism
C/D −→ A/B; in particular, we have (C : D) | (A : B).
The proof of this lemma is easy. Applying it to A = Sel(F ), B = Sel4(F ),
C = Sel+(F ) and D = Sel+4 (F ) = Sel4(F ) ∩ Sel+(F ) we get ρ+ − ρ ≤ ρ − ρ+ + r,
which gives
Theorem 4.3 (Theorem of Armitage-Fro¨hlich). Let F be a number field with r
real embeddings. Then the difference of the 2-ranks of the class groups in the strict
and in the usual sense is bounded by r2 ; since this difference is an integer, we even
have
ρ+ − ρ ≤
⌊ r
2
⌋
.
This proof of the theorem of Armitage & Fro¨hlich [1] is essentially due to Oriat
[25]. A proof dual to Oriat’s was given by Hayes [10], who argued using the Galois
groups of the Kummer extensions corresponding to elements in Sel(F ).
Applying the lemma to A = Sel+(F ), B = Sel+4 (F ), C = E
+ and D = E+4 and
using the theorem of Armitage-Fro¨hlich we find
Theorem 4.4. Let F be a number field with r real embeddings. Then
dimE+4 /E
2 ≥
⌈ r
2
⌉
− dimE/E+.
According to Hayes [10], this generalizes results of Greither (unpublished) as
well as Haggenmu¨ller [9].
Let us now give a simple application of these results. Consider a cyclic extension
F/Q of prime degree p, and assume that 2 is a primitive root modulo p. Since the
cyclic group G = Gal (F/Q) acts on class groups and units groups, we find (see
e.g. [21]) that the dimensions of the 2-class groups Cl2(F ) and Cl
+
2 (F ), as well
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as of E+/E2 and E+4 /E
2 (note that G acts fixed point free on E+/E2, but not
on E/E2) as F2-vector spaces are all divisible by p − 1. Since ρ+ − ρ ≤ p−12 by
Armitage-Fro¨hlich, we conclude that ρ+ = ρ. This shows
Proposition 4.5. Let F be a cyclic extension of prime degree p over Q, and assume
that 2 is a primitive root modulo p. Then ρ+ = ρ, and in particular F has odd class
number if and only if there exist units of arbitrary signature.
Here are some numerical examples. For primes p ≡ 1 mod n, let Fn(p) denote
the subfield of degree n of Q(ζp). Calculations with pari [2] provide us with the
following table:
n p Cl2(F ) Cl
+
2 (F )
3 163 (2, 2) (2, 2)
1009 (2, 2) (4, 4)
7687 (2, 2, 2, 2) (2, 2, 2, 2)
5 941 (2, 2, 2, 2) (2, 2, 2, 2)
3931 (4, 4, 4, 4) (4, 4, 4, 4)
7 29 1 (2, 2, 2)
491 (2, 2, 2) (2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2)
Now assume that h+ > h, where h and h+ denote the class numbers of F in the
usual and the strict sense. In this case, dimE+/E2 > 0, hence dimE+/E2 = p− 1
and therefore dimE/E+ = dimE/E2−dimE+/E2 = p−(p−1) = 1; in particular,
−1 generates E/E+. Using Theorem 4.4 we find that dimE+4 /E2 ≥ ⌈p/2⌉ − 1 =
p+1
2 , and now the Galois action implies that dimE
+
4 /E
2 = p− 1. Thus E+ = E+4 ,
hence F (
√
E+)/F is a subfield of degree 2p−1 of the Hilbert 2-class field of F .
Proposition 4.6. Let F be a cyclic extension of prime degree p over Q, and assume
that 2 is a primitive root modulo p. If h+ > h, then every totally positive unit is
primary, and F (
√
E+)/F is a subfield of degree 2p−1 of the Hilbert class field of F .
5. Hecke’s Presentation
We will now explain how Hecke’s results in [11, § 61] are related to those derived
above. The numbers below refer to the 13 articles in § 61 of Hecke’s book:
1. dimE/E2 = m := r + s; (Hecke uses r1 and r2 instead of r and s);
2. dimF×/F×+ = r;
3. ρ = dimCl(F )/Cl(F )2; (Hecke uses e instead of ρ);
4. dim Sel(F ) = ρ+ r + s;
5. p := dimSel+(F ); the image of Sel(F ) in M+ has dimension m+ e− p;
6. ρ+ = dimCl+(F )/Cl+(F )2; p = ρ+ − r +m = ρ+ + s;
7. dimM4/M
2
4 = n;
8. dimM+4 /(M
+
4 )
2 = n+ r = 2r + 2s;
9. Hecke introduces the groupM4l of residue classes modulo 4l for prime ideals
l | 2 and proves that dimM4l/M24l = n+ r + 1;
10. q := dimSel4(F ); q ≤ ρ+ r + s;
11. q0 := dim Sel
+
4 (F );
12. dimClF {4}/ClF {4}2 = 2q+s;
13. dimCl+F {4}/Cl+F {4}2 = 2q0+r+s.
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In § 62 Hecke then uses analytic methods (and the quadratic reciprocity law) to
prove that q = ρ+ and q0 = ρ.
6. Class Fields
In this section we will realize the Kummer extensions F (
√
Sel∗(F ) )/F as class
fields.
6.1. Selmer Groups and Class Fields. As a first step, we determine upper
bounds for the conductor of these extensions. To this end, we recall the conductor-
discriminant formula. For quadratic extensions K/F with K = F (
√
ω ), it states
that the discriminant of K/F coincides with its conductor, which in turn is defined
as the conductor of the quadratic character χω = (
ω
·
).
Proposition 6.1. Consider the Kronecker character χ = (ω
·
), where ω ∈ OF .
Then χ is defined modulo m if and only if ω satisfies the conditions (∗), and the
elements ωF× 2 with ω satisfying (∗) form a group denoted by (†):
m (∗) (†)
(4)∞ (ω) = a2 Sel(F )
(4) (ω) = a2, ω ≫ 0 Sel+(F )
∞ (ω) = a2, ω ∈M24 Sel4(F )
1 (ω) = a2, ω ≫ 0, ω ∈M24 Sel+4 (F )
Proof. Every prime ideal with odd norm dividing (ω) to an odd power divides the
relative discriminant of K = F (
√
ω ) to an odd power (cf. [11, Satz 119]); if l | 2 is
a prime ideal dividing (ω) to an odd power, then l2e+1 ‖ discK/F , where le ‖ (2).
Thus if the conductor of (ω/·) divides 4∞, then (ω) must be an ideal square.
The extension F (
√
ω )/F is unramified at infinity if and only if ω ≫ 0. It is
unramified at 2 if and only if ω is a square modulo 4, i.e., if and only if ω ∈M24 . 
This shows that F (
√
Sel(F ) ) is contained in the ray class field modulo 4∞. Now
let H(F ), H+(F ), H4(F ), and H
+
4 (F ) denote the maximal elementary abelian 2-
extension of F with conductor dividing 1, ∞, 4, and 4∞, respectively.
If we put
P+ = {(α) ∈ P : α≫ 0},
P4 = {(α) ∈ P : (α, 2) = (1), α ≡ ξ2 mod 4},
P+4 = P
+ ∩ P4,
then P , P+, P4 and P
+
4 are the groups of principal ideals generated by elements
α ≡ 1 mod m with m = 1, ∞, (4), and (4)∞, respectively. Now we claim
Theorem 6.2. The class fields H∗(F ) can be realized as Kummer extensions
H∗(F ) = F (
√
Sel∗(F ) ) generated by elements of the Selmer group Sel∗(F ). The
ideal groups H∗(F ) associated to the extensions H∗(F )/F are also given in the table
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below:
H∗(F ) Sel∗(F ) H∗(F ) m
H(F ) Sel+4 (F ) I
2P (4)∞
H+(F ) Sel4(F ) I
2P+ (4)
H4(F ) Sel
+(F ) I2P4 ∞
H+4 (F ) Sel(F ) I
2P+4 1
The diagram in Fig. 1 helps explain the situation.
Sel(F ) H+4 (F ) I
2P+4
Sel4(F ) Sel
+(F ) H+(F ) H4(F ) I
2P+ I2P4
Sel+4 (F ) H(F ) I
2P
1 F I
Figure 1. Class Fields
Proof. The entries in the second (and the last) column follow immediately from
Prop. 6.1. It remains to compute the ideal groups associated to the extensions
F (
√
Sel∗(F ) )/F .
The ideal group associated to the Hilbert class field H1(F ) is the group P = PF
of principal ideals in F . Let H denote the ideal group associated to the maximal
elementary abelian 2-extension H(F )/F ; then P ⊆ H ⊆ I, where I = IF is the
group of fractional ideals in F , andH is the minimal such group for which I/H is an
elementary abelian 2-group. Clearly H contains I2P ; on the other hand, I2P/P ≃
Cl(F )2, hence I/I2P ≃ Cl(F )/Cl(F )2 has the right index, and we conclude that
H = I2P (see Lagarias [18, p. 3]).
Analogous arguments show that the ideal groups associated to the maximal
elementary abelian 2-extensions with conductor dividing ∞, 4 and 4∞ are I2P+,
I2P4 and I
2P+4 , respectively. 
If {ω1, . . . , ωρ} is a basis of Sel+4 (F ) as an F2-vector space, and if σj denotes
the Legendre symbol (ωj/ · ), then the Artin symbol of H(F )/F can be written as
(H(F )/F, · ) = (σ1, . . . , σρ). Since the Artin symbol is defined for all unramified
prime ideals we have to explain what (ω/a) should mean if a and ω are not coprime.
Using Lemma 2.1, for evaluating (ω/a) we choose ωF× 2 = ω′F× 2 with (ω′) + a =
(1) and put (ω/a) := (ω′/a).
As is well known, the Artin symbol defines a isomorphism between the ray class
group associated to H(F )/F and the Galois group Gal (H(F )/F ) ≃ (Z/2Z)ρ. This
shows that the kernel of the Artin symbol (H(F )/F, · ) : I = IF −→ Gal (H/F )
is just I2PF , that is, the group of all ideals a that can be written in the form
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a = (α)b2. The ray class group associated to H(F ) is I/I2PF ≃ Cl(F )/Cl(F )2,
and the Artin symbol induces a perfect pairing
Cl(F )/Cl(F )2 × Sel+4 (F ) −→ µ2,
where µ2 denotes the group of square roots of 1. This pairing is an explicit form of
the decomposition law in H(F )/F : a prime ideal p in F splits completely in H(F )
if and only if (H(F )/F, p) = 1, i.e., if and only if there is some ideal b such that
pb−2 is principal.
Of course we get similar results for the other Selmer groups:
Theorem 6.3. Let F be a number field. Then the pairings
Cl+F {4}/Cl+F {4}2 × Sel(F ) −→ µ2(2)
ClF {4}/ClF {4}2 × Sel+(F ) −→ µ2(3)
Cl+(F )/Cl+(F )2 × Sel4(F ) −→ µ2(4)
Cl(F )/Cl(F )2 × Sel+4 (F ) −→ µ2(5)
are perfect.
The claims in this theorem are equivalent to Hecke’s theorem 171, 173, 172, and
170, respectively. For totally complex fields with odd class number they were first
proved by Hilbert [12, Satz 32, 33], and the general proofs are due to Furtwa¨ngler
[6].
6.2. Selmer Groups and Quadratic Reciprocity. Reciprocity laws may be
interpreted as decomposition laws in abelian extensions; deriving explicit formulas
from such general results is, however, a nontrivial matter. Hecke proved an explicit
quadratic reciprocity law in number fields using quadratic Gauss sums, and then
derived the existence of 2-class fields from his results. Furtwa¨ngler, on the other
hand, used the existence of class fields to derive the reciprocity law:
Theorem 6.4. [Quadratic Reciprocity Law] Let F be a number field, and let
α, β ∈ OF be coprime integers with odd norm. Assume moreover that α and β
have coprime conductors. Then (αβ ) = (
β
α ).
The conductor of α ∈ F× is by definition the conductor of the quadratic ex-
tension F (
√
α )/F . Sufficient conditions for coprime integers α, β ∈ OF to have
coprime conductors are
• α is primary and totally positive;
• α is primary and β is totally positive.
By the last pairing in Theorem 6.3, we see that ( ω(α) ) = 1 for all α ∈ F× and
ω ∈ Sel+4 (F ); in particular, we have (ωa ) = (ωb ) for all ideals a ∼ b in the same
ideal class, or, more generally, for all ideals in the same coset of Cl(F )/Cl(F )2.
By applying this observation to certain quadratic extensions of F , Furtwa¨ngler was
able to prove the quadratic reciprocity law in F :
Proof of Theorem 6.4. Put K = F (
√
αβ); then L = K(
√
α) = K(
√
β), and since
αF× 2 ∈ Sel+4 (F ) and (α, β) = 1, we conclude that L/K is unramified everywhere.
Now αOL = aℓ and βOL = bℓ; moreover a ∼ b since these ideals differ by the
principal ideal generated by
√
αβ. Let c be an ideal in [a] ∈ Cl(K) that is coprime
to 2ab. Let ( ·
·
) and ( ·
·
)K denote the quadratic residue symbols in F and K,
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respectively. Then (αβ ) = (
α
b
)K and (
β
α ) = (
β
a
)K by [20, Prop. 4.2.], (
α
b
)K = (
α
c
)K
since b ∼ c, (α
c
)K = (
β
c
)K since K(
√
α) = K(
√
β), and by going backwards we find
(αβ ) = (
β
α ) as claimed. 
The First Supplementary Law of Quadratic Reciprocity. The fact that the pairing
Cl+F {4}/Cl+F {4}2 × Sel(F ) −→ µ2 : 〈[a], ω〉 7−→
(ω
a
)
is perfect can be made explicit as follows:
Theorem 6.5. Let a be an integral ideal with odd norm in some number field F .
Then the following assertions are equivalent:
(1) there is an integral ideal b and some α ≡ 1 mod 4∞ such that ab2 = (α);
(2) we have (ω
a
) = 1 for all ω ∈ Sel(F ).
This result is Hilbert’s version of the first supplementary law of quadratic reci-
procity in number fields F (see Hecke [11, Satz 171]). In fact, for F = Q this is
the first supplementary law of quadratic reciprocity: since Q has class number 1,
condition (1) demands that an ideal (a) is generated by some positive a ≡ 1 mod 4;
moreover, Sel(Q) is generated by ω = −1, hence Theorem 6.5 states that (−1(a) ) = 1
if and only if a > 0 and a ≡ 1 mod 4 (possibly after replacing the generator a of
(a) by −a).
Similarly, the fact that the pairing ClF {4}/ClF {4}2× Sel+(F ) −→ µ2 is perfect
is equivalent to Hecke [11, Satz 173]).
7. Miscellanea
Apart from the applications of Selmer groups discussed in Section 4, the results
presented so far go back to Hecke. In this section we will describe a few develop-
ments that took place afterwards. Unfortunately, reviewing e.g. Oriat’s beautiful
article [25] and the techniques of Leopoldt’s Spiegelungssatz (reflection theorem)
would take us too far afield.
7.1. Reciprocity Laws. In [15], Knebusch & Scharlau presented a simple proof of
Weil’s reciprocity law based on the theory of quadratic forms and studied the struc-
ture of Witt groups. In their investigations, they came across a group they denoted
by P/F× 2, which coincides with our Sel(F ), and they showed that dimSel(F ) =
ρ+ r + s in [15, Lemma 6.3.]. In the appendix of [15], they studied ∆+ = Sel+4 (F )
and proved that the pairings (4) and (5) are nondegenerate in the second argument.
Kolster took up these investigations in [16] and generalized the perfect pairings
above to certain general class groups and Selmer groups whose definitions depend
on a finite set of primes S. In fact, let F be a number field, and let vp(α) denote
the exponent of p in the prime ideal factorization of (α). For finite sets S of primes
in F containing the set S∞ of infinite primes, let IS denote the set of all ideals
coprime to the finite ideals in S and to all dyadic primes, and define
D(S) = {α ∈ F× : vp(α) ≡ 0 mod 2 for all p 6∈ S}/F× 2,
R(S) = I2S/I
2
S · {(α) ∈ P4 : α ∈ F× 2p for p ∈ S}.
Then D(S∞) = Sel(F ) and R(S∞) = I
2/I2P+4 . One of Kolster’s tools is the perfect
pairing (see [16, p. 86])
D(S)×R(S) −→ µ2,
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which specializes to the perfect pairing (2) in Thm. 6.3 for S = S∞.
We also remark that Kahn [14] studied connections between groups related to
Selmer groups and pieces of the Brauer group Br(Q).
7.2. Capitulation. Let L/K be an extension of number fields. Then the maps
jK→L : Sel(K) −→ Sel(L); j(αK× 2) = αL× 2
and
NL/K : Sel(L) −→ Sel(K);N(αL× 2) = N(α)K× 2
are well defined homomorphism. Since NL/K ◦ jK→L is raising to the (L : K)-th
power, jK→L is injective and NL/K is surjective for all extensions L/K of odd
degree.
For extensions of even degree, on the other hand, these maps have, in general,
nontrivial kernels and cokernels. In fact, for K = Q(
√
10 ) we have
Sel4(K) = Sel
+(K) = Sel+4 (K) = 〈5〉,
and in the quadratic extension L = Q(
√
2,
√
5 ) we have
Sel4(L) = Sel
+(L) = Sel+4 (L) = 1
because L has class number 1 in the strict sense. More generally, it is obvious that
e.g. Sel+4 (K) capitulates in the extension L = K(
√
Sel+4 (K) ).
Note that E+/E2 →֒ Sel+(F ). Garbanati [8, Thm. 2] observed that, for exten-
sions L/K of totally real number fields, E+L = E
2
L implies that E
+
K = E
2
K . This
was generalized by Edgar, Mollin & Peterson [5]:
Proposition 7.1. Let L/K be an extension of totally real number fields. Then
dimE+K/E
2
K ≤ dimE+L /E2L.
Proof. Let F 1 and F 1+ denote the Hilbert class fields of F in the usual and in the
strict sense. Then it is easily checked that K1 = K1+ ∩ L1. This implies that
(K1+L
1 : L1) = (K1+ : K
1), hence (K1+ : K
1) | (L1+ : L1). 
Thus although the image of E+K/E
2
K in E
+
L /E
2
L can become trivial (and will
be trivial if and only if L contains K(
√
E+ )), the dimension of E+L /E
2
L cannot
decrease. Something similar does not hold for E+4 : in K = Q(
√
34 ), we have
E+4 /E
2 = 〈εE2〉 for ε = 35 + 6√34. The field L = K(√ε ) = Q(√2,√17 ) hs class
number 1, hence (EL)
+
4 = E
2
L.
7.3. Galois Action. Oriat [25] (see also Taylor [26]) derived, by applying and
generalizing Leopoldt’s Spiegelungssatz, a lot of nontrivial inequalities between the
ranks of pieces of the class groups in the usual and the strict sense. As a special
case of his general result he obtained the following theorem:
Theorem 7.2. Let K/Q be a finite abelian extension of number fields. Assume
that the exponent of G = Gal (K/Q) is odd, and that −1 ≡ 2t mod n for some t.
Then
ρ+ = ρ, dimE+/E2 ≤ ρ, dimE4/E2 ≤ ρ.
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Observe that this contains Prop. 4.5 as a very special case.
In [5] it is erroneously claimed that Oriat proved this theorem for general (not
necessarily abelian) extensions; the authors also give a proof of Theorem 7.2 “in
the abelian case” which is based on the techniques of Taylor [26].
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